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Abstract In the last few years the need for methodologies1

capable of performing an automated geometric inspection2

has increased. These methodologies often use 3D high-3

resolution optical digitisers to acquire points from the surface4

of the object to be inspected. It is expected that, in the near5

future, geometric inspection will be requiring more and more6

the use of these instruments. At present geometric inspec-7

tion is not profiting from all the opportunities attainable8

by 3D high-resolution optical scanners or from the numer-9

ous tools which can be used for processing the point cloud10

acquired from the inspected product. For some years now,11

these authors have been working on a new methodology for12

automatic tolerance inspection working from a 3D model13

acquired by optical digitisers. In this paper all the infor-14

mation recognisable in a scanned object is organised into15

a new data structure, called Recognised Geometric Model16

(RGM). The final aim is to define a representation of the17

inspected object for the automatic evaluation of the non-18

idealities pertaining to the form, orientation and location of19

the non-ideal features of the acquired object. The key con-20

cept of the proposed approach is the capability to recognise21

some intrinsic nominal properties of the acquired model.22

These properties are assumed as references to evaluate the23

non-idealities of the inspected object. With this approach24

the references of geometric inspection are searched for in25
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the inspected object independently of a tolerance specifica- 26

tion and of the availability of a 3D nominal representation. 27

The high-level geometric information within RGM depends 28

on the rules used for its identification. The capability to 29

recognise specific categories of nominal references offers 30

the possibility of introducing new tolerances to be specified. 31

The proposed approach has been implemented in original 32

software by means of which a specific test case has been 33

analysed. 34

Keywords ISO tolerancing · Three-dimensional 35

metrology · Automated inspection 36

1 Introduction 37

Geometric inspection of industrial products is an impor- 38

tant phase of the manufacturing process; it serves to verify 39

whether the manufactured parts comply with the geometric 40

requirements identified during the designing process. In the 41

last few years, the push toward the manufacture of products 42

having an ever more complex and varied geometry, as well as 43

the ever higher demands for geometric accuracy have made 44

geometric inspection crucial and labour-intensive. As a con- 45

sequence, the need for methodologies capable of performing 46

automated geometric inspection has increased. 47

In order to specify the design geometric requirements of 48

industrial products, dimensional and geometric tolerances 49

must be prescribed. Any language intended for tolerance 50

specification is based on: 51

• the measuring instruments available for inspection; 52

• the way to represent the product geometry. 53
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Several properties of measuring instruments affect the way54

to specify tolerances. For example, the resolution of the55

device identifies the minimum permissible deviation which56

the instrument is capable of detecting and which is therefore57

possible to specify. Another important aspect is the way to58

inspect the object geometry: based on the measuring method,59

specific geometric properties can be evaluated and then spec-60

ified. The nature of the geometric properties that can be eval-61

uated results from the way the measure is given as output62

and how this output can be processed. In CMM the object63

surface is usually touched using mechanical probes at the64

end of an arm so that point data can be captured in a set of65

few selected discrete points. By using high-resolution opti-66

cal digitisers the surfaces of the object can be digitised in the67

form of a 3D high-density point cloud. Having all these data68

at our disposal allows us to detect the geometric properties69

of the acquired object and to estimate even some differential70

geometric properties. Consequently, it is possible to inspect71

not-usually-adopted categories of geometric properties and72

to specify new tolerance categories. The extraction of high-73

level geometric information from high-density point cloud74

requires proper data processing methodologies. Nowadays75

optical instruments for 3D high-density scanning offer an76

excellent performance with high accuracy and short mea-77

surement times. It is expectable that in the near future the78

use of these instruments will spread widely.79

As regards the way to represent the product geometry, cur-80

rently 3D CAD models are extensively used. They supply a81

representation of the object geometry which is coherent with82

the way to inspect an object by 3D high-resolution optical83

digitisers. 3D models are semantically richer than the tradi-84

tional 2D representations on which tolerance specifications85

are at present based.86

ISO has proposed a language, acronymed Geometric87

Product Specification (GPS), to express the design geomet-88

ric requirements. This language focuses on the measuring89

instruments available for inspection at the time of the writ-90

ing of the standards (i.e. CMM, gauges, dial gauges, etc.).91

At the moment, GPS standards do not adequately take into92

account the opportunities brought about by high-resolution93

optical digitisers. The GPS language is mainly confined to a94

2D representation of the product geometry, which is obtained95

by projecting the object orthogonally onto a plane.96

For some years now, the present authors have been work-97

ing on a new methodology for automatic tolerance inspection98

which takes advantage from the capability to acquire a high-99

density 3D model of the object to be inspected and from a100

3D representation of the specified object. In this paper all101

the information recognisable in a scanned object is, at the102

current state of our research project, organised into a new103

data structure, called Recognised Geometric Model (RGM).104

The final aim is to define a representation of the inspected105

object for the automatic evaluation of non-idealities in the106

form, orientation and location of the non-ideal features of the 107

acquired object. The key concept of the proposed approach 108

is the capability to recognise some intrinsic nominal proper- 109

ties of the acquired model. These intrinsic nominal properties 110

are assumed as references to evaluate the non-idealities of the 111

inspected object. Following this approach, the references of 112

geometric inspection are searched for in the inspected object 113

independently of a tolerance specification and of the avail- 114

ability of a 3D nominal representation. RGM represents the 115

geometric entities and the mutual geometric properties that 116

are automatically recognised in the inspected object. The 117

high-level geometric information within RGM depends on 118

the rules used for its identification. The capability to recog- 119

nise specific categories of nominal references offers the pos- 120

sibility of introducing new tolerances to be specified. The 121

RGM data structure can be queried in order to gather some 122

information pertaining to intrinsic geometric features and/or 123

their related non-idealities. 124

The proposed approach has been implemented in original 125

software, coded in C++, by using a library dedicated to the 126

processing of tessellated geometric models, which has been 127

developed at the University of L’Aquila. In order to verify the 128

reliability of the methodology, a specific test case has been 129

analysed, which refers to a real object whose acquisition has 130

been carried out by means of an optical scanner (http://www. 131

scansystems.it). 132

2 Literature review 133

For the last few years a great number of methodologies have 134

been proposed with a view to performing an automated geo- 135

metric inspection of the manufactured parts [1–3]. Gener- 136

ally speaking, these methodologies require as input the CAD 137

model of the workpiece to be inspected and use the high- 138

resolution optical digitisers to acquire points from the surface 139

of the object. The CAD model provides a nominal geometric 140

description of the object in which the nominal references are 141

in the form of parameterised equations describing the sur- 142

faces of the geometric model [1–4]. This model describes 143

explicitly the mutual geometric relationships between the 144

surfaces; these relationships include adjacency, orientation 145

and localisation. 146

Tolerance specifications usually refer to some of the 147

object’s features and, for each of them, it is necessary to iden- 148

tify the corresponding scanned point sub-cloud. These spec- 149

ifications can be either interactively defined by the user or 150

included in the CAD model. At this time there exists no stan- 151

dard language aimed at tolerance specification in 3D mod- 152

els which is suited to the automatic verification of industrial 153

products. In [1] the authors propose and test a methodol- 154

ogy for automatic inspection of dimensional and geometric 155

tolerances. Firstly the 3D acquired point cloud is registered 156
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with the CAD model of the workpiece by an Iterative Closest157

Point (ICP) algorithm. Then the point cloud is segmented by158

identifying the points matching the nearest features of the159

CAD surface.160

Gao et al. in [3] build up a geometric inspection161

system within commercial software for reverse engineering.162

In order to specify interactively dimensional and geomet-163

ric tolerances, Gao et al. define a Nominal Inspection Frame164

(NIF). This NIF is associated to a reference model which can165

be a CAD model or a Master Model in the form of a tessel-166

lated surface. Once the NIF is created, the scanned data are167

then registered with the reference model.168

In the aforementioned approaches form inspection is car-169

ried out verifying that each point of the sub-cloud to be170

inspected is within the tolerance zone of amplitude t, which171

is limited by two virtual surfaces placed inside and outside172

the reference surface at a distance t/2 from it. The approaches173

presented in literature do not extract high-level information174

from the acquired geometric data and are therefore con-175

strained to use specification “languages” which are poorer176

than those traditionally defined by ISO or ANSI/ASME. In177

ISO 1101 [5] and ASME 14.5Y [6], for example, form tol-178

erances, such as straightness or circularity, can be applied to179

derived or extracted features (axis, planar section of the sur-180

face, etc.), but these tolerances are not used in the approaches181

by Prieto [1] and Gao [3]. Moreover, these methods do not182

profit from all the opportunities which high-resolution optical183

digitisers offer or from the numerous tools which can be used184

for processing the acquired point cloud. If these opportuni-185

ties were grasped, new categories of tolerance could be intro-186

duced in accordance with the duality principle [7], according187

to which measurement should mirror specification.188

3 The concept of non-ideal feature189

Some ideal geometric properties can be recognised from190

an acquired high-density object. Generally speaking, these191

properties, which refer to specific features of the inspected192

object, pertain to form, orientation and location and can be193

automatically recognised by means of specific rules. These194

rules intrinsically include the criteria to identify well-defined195

ideal geometric categories.196

The recognition of the nominal geometric properties of a197

discretised surface can be performed if the acquired surface198

has been previously recognised to be regular. In a contin-199

uous surface, a point is regular if two conditions are satis-200

fied: derivatives of all orders exist (the surface at the point201

is a differentiable surface or C∞) and a tangent plane exists202

[8]. The vertices of a non-planar tessellated surface are natu-203

rally non-regular points since just C0-continuity is verified.204

Therefore, the point regularity property must be recognised205

by using some criteria and cannot be assumed as an objec-206

Fig. 1 The several phases of the methodology here proposed for ideal

geometric property recognition

tive property of the surface. When the tessellated surface is 207

obtained by scanning a real object, non-regular points can be 208

associated with surface singularities such as imperfections 209

or edges. In what follows the regular points of the tessel- 210

lated surface are those where C2-continuity is recognised so 211

that differential geometric properties (surface normals and 212

curvatures), necessary to geometry analysis, can be defined. 213

Figure 1 shows the several phases of the methodology 214

here proposed to recognise the ideal geometric properties 215

of the object under inspection. Firstly a complex segmenta- 216

tion process is carried out with the aim to identify the non- 217

ideal features and the associated category of recognisable 218

ideal properties. This segmentation process is performed by a 219

hybrid approach based on fuzzy logic, which is more detailed 220

in [9]. 221

Several surface imperfections, such as scratches, dents 222

or grooves, can be found within a non-ideal feature. These 223

defective zones appear as islets (usually non-regular) 224
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Edge zone 
Internal surface 

imperfection 

Internal surface 

imperfection 

Fig. 2 Internal surface imperfections and edge zone segmentation

embedded in the regular portion of the non-ideal feature225

(Fig. 2). In the acquired model the edge usually appears226

as a non-regular zone located between the non-ideal fea-227

tures sharing the edge. Due to the acquisition process the228

edge is sampled with points which pertain to the edge zone229

(i.e. points belonging to the defective surface of the edge) or230

which lie extended across the edge. How accurately the edge231

is acquired depends on the sampling rate and on the width of232

the surface associated with the edge zone.233

A non-ideal feature is a portion of the external surface of234

the inspected object which is substantially characterised by235

specific geometric properties and consists of a regular con-236

nected zone inside which islets of the non-regular surface237

can be found. The regular portion of a non-ideal feature con-238

sists of points of the same type (flat, umbilical, ruled and239

generic). The type of point is deduced by investigating some240

differential geometric properties of the tessellated model.241

The recognition of the ideal geometric properties of the242

tessellated model applies to the regular portion of each non-243

ideal feature. Non-regular parts of the non-ideal feature are244

considered as surface imperfections associated with the non-245

ideal feature.246

According to the ISO standards, an ideal feature is asso-247

ciated with each non-ideal feature. The ideal feature denotes248

the geometric type of the feature. It does not identify quanti-249

tative elements, although some measurable (dimensionable)250

intrinsic characteristics (diameter, apex angle, etc.) and sit-251

uation features (centre, axis, etc.) can be identified. The252

ideal feature recognition is carried out by investigating some253

intrinsic local and global differential properties of the sur-254

face portion of the non-ideal feature. The ideal features can255

be classified into two main categories: analytical and non-256

analytical features. Analytical features are those recognised257

to pertain to an analytical geometric surface (plane, sphere,258

cylinder, cone, etc.). An analytical type of geometric sur-259

face is associated with these ideal features. The other ideal260

features are defined to be non-analytical features. They also261

include surfaces characterised by some specific and recognis-262

pl21

pl22
pl5

pl16

cy12

pl11

cy14

pl6

pl1

pl9

pl13cy2

cy3

pl0

pl7

pl13
pl20

pl10

pl15

pl22

cy19

cy4

pl8

Fig. 3 Application of the first two steps of the methodology to an

acquired high-density workpiece

able geometric properties. Based on the recurrence of specific 263

differential geometric properties among the points pertaining 264

to the non-ideal feature, they can be classified as: generic 265

extruded, generic cone, generic axially symmetric. The non- 266

analytical features, which cannot be included within any of 267

the previous categories, are named free-form features. In any 268

case, for any non-analytical feature a parameterised equa- 269

tion can be associated with a CAD model by a registration 270

process. 271

In Fig. 3 these first two steps of the methodology are 272

applied to an acquired high point density workpiece. The 273

figure shows as coloured areas the non-ideal features deriv- 274

ing from the segmentation process. The edges are also high- 275

lighted in the same figure; these parts of the inspected object 276

do not pertain to any non-ideal feature. A label expressing 277

the ideal feature is associated with each non-ideal feature. 278

4 The intrinsic nominal references 279

An intrinsic nominal reference is an ideal analytical geomet- 280

ric entity which characterises the ideal feature; it is located 281

by the quantitative data retained in the non-ideal feature. The 282

identifiable intrinsic nominal references can be of different 283

types: 284

– Intrinsic Shape Reference (ISR); 285

– Intrinsic Derived Reference (IDR); 286

– Intrinsic Local Reference (ILR); 287

– Intrinsic Orientation Reference (IOR); 288

– Intrinsic Position Reference (IPR). 289

The first three types are associated with ideal shape prop- 290

erties, which are globally and/or locally evaluated. The last 291

two pertain to mutual geometric properties between intrinsic 292

references associated with non-ideal features. 293

The ideal geometric properties recognisable in the inspec- 294

ted object are organised into a data structure, called 295
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Recognised Geometric Model (RGM). This is an idealised296

geometric representation which can be described by a hyper-297

graph structure denoted by RG M(V, ε). In RGM(V, ε) V298

is the finite set of nodes vi of the hyper-graph and ε is a299

family of sub-sets of V , known as hyper-edges. Each node300

vi is associated with a non-ideal feature identified by the301

above-mentioned segmentation process. A few labels, which302

describe some attributes of the non-ideal feature (such as, for303

example, the ideal feature) are assigned to each node of the304

hyper-graph. ε involves two sub-sets of V, ε = {VA, VGR},305

which represent the non-ideal features for which adjacency306

relationships and mutual geometric properties are recog-307

nised. Associated with an adjacency relationship between308

two non-ideal features in VA there is an edge and/or an edge309

zone in the point cloud. VGR identifies the non-ideal fea-310

tures which are oriented and located with respect to each311

other in a specific way; it includes two sub-sets of V (VGR =312

{VOR, VPR}) which represent, respectively, the non-ideal313

features for which orientation and location properties are314

recognised. In the Mutual Orientation Relationship Graph315

M O RG = (VOR, EOR) the arcs (EOR) identify mutual orien-316

tation properties between connected nodes. Analogously, the317

mutual location relationship graph M L RG = (VLR, ELR) is318

a graph where each arc identifies a mutual location property319

between connected nodes.320

4.1 The Intrinsic Shape Reference (ISR)321

An ISR is recognised when the points of the regular portion322

of a non-ideal feature can be considered as lying on an ana-323

lytical surface (for example, plane, sphere, cylinder, cone,324

torus, etc.). In order to estimate this reference, an analytical325

surface of the type of the ideal feature and approximating326

the points of the regular portion must be computed. Depend-327

ing on the association rule used to approximate the feature328

points, different ISRs can be obtained. Typical association329

rules are L2 and L∞-norm rules. Within RGM the ISR is330

stored as a label of the node representing the non-ideal fea-331

ture with which this reference is associated. Based on the332

type of ISR, some dimensionable intrinsic geometric para-333

meters, referred to as Intrinsic Characteristics, can be iden-334

tified. Table 1 lists the intrinsic characteristics of the ISRs335

which can be recognised by the methods implemented in the336

present work.337

4.2 The Intrinsic Derived Reference (IDR)338

An IDR is a derived feature [10] since it cannot be directly339

identified in the acquired object, but can nevertheless be340

derived from the measured data. IDR is an analytically-341

known geometric entity which is identified when some342

geometric properties of a feature are previously evaluated.343

Examples of IDRs are the axis and the circular sections of axi-344

Table 1 The intrinsic characteristics of the ISRs

Type of ISRs Intrinsic characteristics

Plane None

Sphere The diameter d

Cylinder The diameter d

Cone The apex angle α

ally symmetric surfaces or the extrusion direction of extruded 345

surfaces. In many cases the IDRs are the situation features 346

of the non-ideal features, so they orient and/or locate the 347

features. Other IDRs could be defined based on functional or 348

manufacturing properties of the acquired object, such as, for 349

example, the symmetry plane of a free-form mirrored surface 350

or the base cylinder of a cylindrical gear. The implementa- 351

tion of these IDRs in the RGM requires the introduction of 352

specific recognition rules. 353

IDRs are estimated by approximating the point cloud, 354

which identifies a non-ideal feature, by one or more asso- 355

ciation operations. Depending on the association rule which 356

is used, different intrinsic references can be estimated. The 357

association rule, therefore, affects significantly the subse- 358

quent evaluation of non-ideality. In particular, the axis is an 359

IDR whose identification is important for the recognition of 360

other IDRs, such as the circular sections of axially symmet- 361

ric surfaces. In this work an association rule, which is based 362

on the curvature centres method [11], is implemented for its 363

estimation. The axis thus evaluated is used to identify the 364

set of cutting planes (perpendicular to the axis), from which 365

the circular sections of axially symmetric surfaces can be 366

identified. Each of them is a reference ideal circle obtained 367

by applying the L2-norm rule to the points derived from the 368

projection of the point data in the neighbourhood of the cut- 369

ting plane onto it. 370

Within RGM the IDR is stored as a label of the node rep- 371

resenting the non-ideal feature from which this reference is 372

derived. 373

Table 2 The situation features for each type of non-ideal feature

considered

Type of non-ideal feature Situation features

Plane The plane �

Sphere The centre ℘

Cylinder The axis r

Cone The axis r

The apex ℘

Generic axially symmetric The axis r

Generic extrudeda The extrusion direction r

Generic cone The apex ℘

a Unlike the other situation features the extrusion direction is a non-

localised situation feature
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4.3 The Intrinsic Local Reference (ILR)374

Intrinsic Local References identify a new category of nominal375

references, which is not considered in the current toleranc-376

ing standards. An ILR is a geometric entity, defined in a point377

of the regular portion of a non-ideal feature, which identifies378

local geometric properties of a surface. Typical intrinsic local379

references are the tangent plane in a point p and the differ-380

entiable surface which approximates the object in the neigh-381

bourhood of p. These references serve to evaluate locally382

the non-idealities of the surface or to verify some specific383

geometric properties which are identified in the recurrence384

of intrinsic local properties all over the surface or along a385

straight line, such as, for example, ruledness or rigosity. The386

main aim of ILR is analysing the differential geometric prop-387

erties which characterise the shape of the feature. Due to388

the discrete nature of the inspected model, these properties389

require that a finite-sized region should be investigated by390

analysing a set of points in the neighbourhood of p.391

4.4 The Intrinsic Orientation Reference (IOR)392

An IOR is detected whenever a mutual geometric property of393

parallelism and perpendicularity or frequently recurring ori-394

entations (such as 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦) are recognised between395

two non-ideal features. These properties are recognisable396

between non-ideal features whose situation features include a397

spatial direction, such as plane, cylinder, cone, generic axially398

symmetric and generic extruded. Table 2 lists the situation399

features for each type of non-ideal feature being considered.400

In order to recognise the intrinsic orientation properties it401

is suitable to classify the features into two types: planar fea-402

tures (henceforth referred to as P-feature) and features whose403

situation feature is an axis or an extrusion direction (hence-404

forth referred to as R-feature). The orientation is recognised405

by specific rules. In this work, these rules are based on the406

evaluation of the dot product of the angle between the spa-407

tial directions orienting the features. For a given intrinsic408

orientation property the dot product varies depending on409

whether the features are of the same type (that is to say,410

both features are P-features or R-features) or of a different 411

type (Table 3). Owing to the non-ideality of real objects, the 412

dot product never exactly matches the ideal value. Conse- 413

quently, an IOR is recognised if the dot product falls within a 414

properly given tolerated range around the expected value. 415

Each mutual orientation property detected is represented 416

in RGM by connecting with an arc the non-ideal features 417

involved. 418

The mutual parallelism properties between features of the 419

same type (R-features or P-features) should be the first to 420

be recognised. They are represented in the Mutual Paral- 421

lelism Relationship Graph (MPRG) as two distinctive com- 422

ponents G//R = (V//R, E//R) for R-features and G//P = 423

(V//P , E//P ) for P-features. Figure 4a, b furnish these two 424

graphs for the test case shown in Fig. 3). 425

All the features oriented toward the same direction are 426

highlighted in MPRG as connected components. In MPRG 427

there are as many connected components as spatial direc- 428

tions for which a parallelism property has been recognised. 429

If a connected component involves more than two features (or 430

nodes) a further control should be carried out. This control 431

consists in verifying the transitive property, which imposes 432

the coherence of the parallelism properties between all the 433

features involved. This is the same as verifying that the graph 434

is completely connected. A set of N parallel features of the 435

same type, which satisfy the transitive property, is referred to 436

as system of homogeneous parallel entities (Sh//). In particu- 437

lar two types of systems can be identified: the system includ- 438

ing R-features (S//R) and that including P-features (S//P ). 439

These systems can be automatically detected by analysing 440

the graphs G//R and G//P . A component of G//R(G//P ), 441

which is characterised by N nodes, is a system of homoge- 442

neous parallel entities S//R (S//P ) if the degree of each node 443

is equal to N − 1. For example, for the object shown in 444

Fig. 3, seven Sh// systems are recognised (Fig. 4a, b). Each 445

Sh// in G//P or G//R is associated with a reference spatial 446

direction. 447

In practical cases the transitive property cannot be verified, 448

so a non-coherent set of parallel features is generated. In order 449

to solve this incoherence two approaches can be used. The 450

Table 3 The rules for intrinsic orientation property recognition

Dot product value Intrinsic orientation property Symbol

Features of the same type Features of a different type

0 1 Perpendicularity

±0.5 ±
√

3/2 Angular orientation of 60◦, −60◦, 120◦ and 240◦ 60°

±
√

2/2 ±
√

2/2 Angular orientation of 45◦, −45◦, 135◦ and 225◦ 45°

±
√

3/2 ±0.5 Angular orientation of 30◦, −30◦, 150◦ and 210◦ 30°

±1 0 Parallelism
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Fig. 4 a The sub-graph G//R

and the Sh//R recognition for

the inspected object. b The

sub-graph G//P and the Sh//P

recognition for the inspected

object. c The MORG for the

inspected object
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first consists in imposing the missing parallelism conditions451

so that the transitive property is verified. The second approach452

splits the incoherent set of parallel entities into two or more453

systems of homogeneous parallel entities. Which of these454

approaches needs to be adopted is specified by the parallelism455

recognition rule. Whatever the approach adopted, uncertain-456

ties are produced. In particular, the first approach may imply457

the recognition of non-true parallelism properties between 458

the features. In the second approach, the recognition of true 459

parallelism properties may fail. 460

The recognition of the systems of homogeneous parallel 461

entities allows us to build efficiently the Mutual Orienta- 462

tion Relationship Graph M O RG = (VO R, EO R). In this 463

graph the nodes (VO R) are systems of homogeneous parallel 464
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entities Sh// or single features which do not belong to any465

Sh//. The arcs (EO R) identify mutual orientation properties466

between connected nodes. An orientation property recog-467

nised between two entities is extended to the systems of468

homogeneous parallel entities to which the entities pertain.469

In order to specify the type of orientation property recognised470

(i.e. parallelism, perpendicularity, 30◦, 45◦ and 60◦), a label471

is assigned to each arc. The MORG in Fig. 4c refers to the472

object shown in Fig. 3.473

4.5 The Intrinsic Position Reference (IPR)474

An IPR is detected whenever a mutual geometric prop-475

erty of coaxiality, concentricity or coincidence is recognised476

between non-ideal features. In any case IPR recognition477

requires the identification of a localised situation feature (i.e.478

a situation feature whose location can be unequivocally iden-479

tified within an arbitrarily given reference frame) for each480

non-ideal feature. In Table 4 the intrinsic position properties481

for each combination of ideal feature types are listed.482

Two axially symmetric features are coaxial to each other483

if they share the same axis. In order to recognise coaxiality,484

first the parallelism is detected and then the related distance485

between the located features is evaluated. If the distance value486

falls within a properly given tolerated range around 0, then487

coaxiality is recognised.488

Two types of coincidence are here considered. The first489

type, simply named coincidence in Table 4, is an intrinsic490

position property, which refers to the mutual intersection491

between the situation features locating the non-ideal features.492

Table 5 shows the geometric conditions which must be ver-493

ified between the situation features in order for this property494

to be recognised.495

The ISO 1101 [5] introduces the concept of concentric-496

ity in order to control the coincidence existing between the497

centres of two circular sections. This is a property confined498

to the necessity of using a 2D representation of the geome-499

try. In this paper, the concept of coincidence is semantically500

Table 5 The geometric conditions to be verified between the situation

features in order to recognisecoincidence

Situation feature Point ℘ Axis r Plane �

Point ℘ ≡ ∈ ∈
Axis r ∈ ∩ ∈
Plane � ∈ ∈ –

≡, Coincidence between points; ∈, belonging; ∩, intersection

richer since not only does it include the concentricity prop- 501

erty defined by the ISO but it is also suited to be used in a 502

3D representation of the product geometry. 503

The second type of coincidence, which is here referred to 504

as S-coincidence (and whose symbol here is =-=), is a prop- 505

erty detected between different non-ideal features that can 506

be approximated by the same analytical function. The recog- 507

nition rules for S-coincidence vary depending on the ideal 508

feature type associated with the non-ideal feature. The rules 509

are briefly described in Table 6. 510

When an intrinsic location property of a specific type 511

(i.e. coaxiality, coincidence or S-coincidence) is recognised 512

for all the possible pairs between N features (N ≥ 3), the tran- 513

sitive property must be verified. The transitive property is ver- 514

ified when the recognised type of location property involving 515

N features gives rise to m =
∑N

i=1 (N − i) location relation- 516

ships. This set of features is referred to as system of coherent 517

localised entities (SLo). 518

In order to represent intrinsic location properties, a spe- 519

cific graph is defined: the mutual location relationship graph 520

M L RG = (VLR, ELR). It is a graph where each arc identi- 521

fies a mutual location property between connected nodes. 522

A label is assigned to each arc; it indicates the type of 523

location property recognised (coaxiality, coincidence and 524

S-coincidence). The systems of coherent localised entities 525

can be automatically detected working from this graph. In 526

MLRG there are as many components as non-ideal features 527

for which an intrinsic location property has been recognised. 528

Figure 5 shows the MLRG of the test case in Fig. 3. 529

Table 4 The intrinsic location properties recognised for the ideal feature types

Feature type Plane Sphere Cylinder Cone Generic axially symmetric

Plane S-coincidence Coincidence Coincidence Coincidence Coincidence

Sphere Coincidence Coincidence Coincidence Coincidence Coincidence

S-coincidence

Cylinder Coincidence Coincidence Coaxiality Coaxiality Coaxiality

Coincidence Coincidence Coincidence

S-coincidence Coaxiality

Cone Coincidence Coincidence Coaxiality Coincidence Coaxiality

Coincidence S-coincidence Coincidence

Generic axially symmetric Coincidence Coincidence Coaxiality Coaxiality Coincidence

Coincidence Coincidence Coaxiality
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Table 6 The rules for the S-coincidence property recognition

Type of analytical features A and B Required mutual geometric relationship Further condition to be verified

Plane Parallelism of the planes Distance between ΠA and ΠB < ε0

(ΠA//ΠB) (dist(ΠA, ΠB) < ε0)

Sphere Coincidence of the centre Difference between diameters < ε1

(℘A ≡ ℘B) (|d A − dB | < ε1)

Cylinder Coaxiality between the axes rA and rB Difference between diameters < ε1

(rA rB) (|d A − dB | < ε1)

Cone Coaxiality between the axes rA and rB Difference between apex angles < ε2

(rA rB ) (|αA − αB | < ε2)

Coincidence of the apexes

(℘A ≡ ℘B )

pl0

pl1

pl5
pl6

pl7

pl10

pl9

pl8

pl11

pl13

pl21

pl15

pl20

pl16

pl22

pl17
pl18

cy3

cy2

cy12

cy4

cy14

cy19

Fig. 5 The resulting MLRG for the test case analysed

5 Non-ideality evaluation530

Recognised Geometric Model is an idealised geometric531

representation of an acquired high-density object aimed at532

the automatic non-ideality evaluation. This operation always533

requires the identification of a nominal (or ideal) reference.534

In a previous work [12] the nominal references have been535

classified into two main categories: explicit and intrinsic. The536

explicit references can be provided by a specification, also by537

using a CAD model through a registration process [1,3]. The538

intrinsic references can be detected in the inspected object539

by the recognition of nominal (or ideal) geometric charac-540

teristics. The intrinsic references here considered are those541

previously defined and stored in the RGM data structure.542

Working from the comparison of the object with the intrinsic543

references, an evaluation of its quality characteristics can be544

performed independently of the given explicit references.545

The measure of non-ideality for a feature or for a geomet- 546

ric element derived from it is carried out by estimating the 547

deviations of the feature’s points from the associated intrin- 548

sic references. The non-ideality measurement can be both the 549

maximum distance (Max) of the points from the reference or 550

the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of these distances. If 551

the non-ideality is expressed in terms of the RMSE, a prob- 552

abilistic estimation of the location of the acquired points, 553

with respect to the intrinsic reference, can be performed. 554

Max is affected by singular errors that can be ascribed to the 555

measuring process, while RMSE performs a mean evalua- 556

tion of the surface deviation. The probability to detect points 557

which are outliers can be very high when optical scanners are 558

used, so the RMSE approach can be said to be more robust 559

than the Max approach. The rule which is to be used to eval- 560

uate the reference (ISR and IDR) is preferably the L∞-rule 561

when the non-ideality is measured as Max, and the L2-rule 562

when the non-ideality is measured as RMSE. 563

5.1 Form non-ideality evaluation 564

In Table 7 the various categories of form non-idealities, which 565

can be estimated for each type of non-ideal feature, are listed 566

together with the related symbols. They include some new 567

form non-idealities, such as conicity, sphericity, total round- 568

ness, surface and profile regularity, which are not considered 569

in the current tolerancing standards. The definition of these 570

new categories of form non-idealities is provided by the spe- 571

cific nature of the measured data, by the way to process them 572

and by the possibility of simulating 3D complex virtual ana- 573

lytical references. 574

The form non-idealities of conicity and sphericity refer to 575

analytical features and concern the deviation of the non-ideal 576

feature from the ISR. 577

5.1.1 Total roundness non-ideality 578

Total roundness non-ideality can be automatically evalu- 579

ated for a feature that is recognised to be characterised by 580
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Table 7 Types of non-ideal feature and related form non-idealities

Type of feature

Plane Sphere Cylinder Cone Generic

axially-

symmetric

Generic

extruded

Generic

cone

Free

form

Global form non-ideality

Straightness – – Extracted

median line

Extracted

median line

Extracted

median line

– – –

Flatness X – – – – – – –

Roundness – – Any extracted

cross-

sectional

circumferen-

tial line

Any extracted

cross-

sectional

circumferen-

tial line

Any extracted

cross-

sectional

circumferen-

tial line

– – –

Total roundness – – X X X – – –

Cylindricity – – X – – – – –

Conicity – – – X – – – –

Sphericity – X – – – – – –

Regularity non-ideality

Profile X X X X X X – –

Surface X X X X X X X X

Ruledness non-ideality

– – X X – X X –

the property of axial symmetry (such as cylinder, cone, or581

generic axially symmetric). This non-ideality is particularly582

important for a generic axially symmetric feature, which is583

a non-analytical feature for which two types of IDRs can be584

recognised. These references are: the axis and the circular585

shape of the cross-section perpendicular to the axis.586

Total roundness non-ideality concerns the deviation of the587

feature from a perfect axially symmetric geometry. The eval-588

uation of this non-ideality does not require the knowledge of589

the nominal longitudinal profile. It measures how far the axi-590

ally symmetric non-ideal feature deviates from a set of cir-591

cles, all having their centres on the estimated ideal axis. Total592

roundness non-ideality differs both from traditional round-593

ness, which performs single evaluations of the surface devi-594

ation section by section, and from traditional run-out, which595

requires a reference axis external to the feature. In fact, in596

the total roundness, the surface is virtually rotated around its597

intrinsic datum. Figure 6 shows an example of application598

for which it is important to evaluate the total roundness.599

5.1.2 Ruledness non-ideality600

Ruledness is an intrinsic property which can be automat-601

ically evaluated for any feature which is recognised to602

Fig. 6 Example of application of the total roundness

have the property of “being ruled” (such as cylinder, cone, 603

generic ruled and generic extruded). Ruledness non-ideality 604

is an effective substitute for the generatrix straightness non- 605

ideality that uses an IDR consisting of a straight line which 606

represents a surface generatrix. This traditional form non- 607

ideality is used to evaluate the conformity of the generatrix to 608

a straight line [13]. Although adequate to the nominal concept 609

of ruled surface, this non-ideality is difficult to verify prac- 610

tically since the acquired points are not necessarily aligned 611

with the surface generatrices. The ruledness measurement, 612

which is here proposed, allows a more robust evaluation than 613
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the traditional one which is done for generatrix straightness.614

It aims at evaluating the deviation of a ruled surface from an615

analytical ruled paraboloid, whose vertex generatrix is the616

surface generatrix identified by a growing algorithm from a617

seed point. This paraboloid, which approximates the ruled618

surface in the generatrix neighbourhood, is calculated by the619

weighted L2-norm rule, where the weight factors are the val-620

ues of a Gaussian function having the mean located in the621

vertex generatrix as well as a value for the standard devia-622

tion chosen according to the mesh dimensions (σ = max623

mesh dimension). Since the generatrix direction is unknown,624

it is sought by the growing algorithm whose main steps are625

shown in Fig. 7.626

The process starts with the identification of the seed point627

ps(x, y, z) belonging to the ruled surface under examina-628

tion. A local coordinate system (ξ, ψ, ζ ) is suitably defined629

in such a way that the axis ζ overlaps the normal n at ps;630

the axis ξ is parallel to the estimated principal direction (x2)631

related to the null curvature at ps (Fig. 7a). In this local coor-632

dinate system the equation of the ruled paraboloid Γ ruled633

can be conveniently expressed. In the first step of the algo-634

rithm the surface approximation is performed by analysing635

the 1-ring neighbourhood around the seed point (Fig. 7b).636

In order to identify the generatrix direction which best fits637

the surface, the growing algorithm explores the nearest point638

(denoted as p1) along the x2 direction (Fig. 7c). A new639

surface approximation is performed by considering the set640

of points in the 1-ring neighbourhood of ps and p1 and a641

new principal direction x2,2 is re-evaluated. This process642

continues exploring step-by-step the nearest points in this643

direction until a specified limited length (L0) is reached644

(Fig. 7d–e). The value of L0 must be then included in the645

Fig. 8 Example of application of the ruledness

tolerance specification. Seed points are chosen so as to lie 646

on the unique directrix curve of the surface. The ruled- 647

ness error is evaluated as the distance between the last 648

estimation of Γ ruled and ps and the set of nearest points 649

pj. 650

Figure 8 shows an exa]mple where the ruledness evalua- 651

tion is appropriate. 652

5.1.3 The regularity non-ideality 653

Regularity is a local property of a surface (or a curve) related 654

to its geometric regularity which, roughly speaking, means 655

how far the surface (or the curve) deviates from an ideal 656

smooth surface (or curve). 657

This property can be recognised for all the feature types 658

(including the free-form features). From an operative point 659

of view, the neighbourhood of each regular vertex of a non- 660

p

2

(a)
(c)

p1

(b)p p

x2

(d)p

x2,j

(e)p

pj

Fig. 7 Explanation of the steps in the ruledness evaluation process
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ideal feature is compared with an ILR which consists in an661

analytical function which locally approximates the vertex662

neighbourhood. The measurement of the deviation from this663

reference represents locally the value of non-regularity. The664

rule to identify this ILR includes: the type of regular func-665

tion and the method to locally approximate the neighbour-666

hood.667

In this paper two types of regularity are considered: the668

profile669

regularity and the surface regularity. For profile regular-670

ity the ILR is a quadric or cubic polynomial calculated by671

the weighted L2-norm rule. The weights of this approxima-672

tion rule are assumed to be the values of a Gaussian func-673

tion having the mean located at the analysed point and a674

properly selected value for the standard deviation σ . This675

weight defines the width (σ0) of the inspection window of the676

object surface. The measurement of the profile non-ideality677

allows us to evaluate the profile imperfections, such as, for678

example, the undesired circumferential grooves caused by679

the tool vibration during the turning process. These imper-680

fections escape thetraditional control of axis straightness or681

circularity.682

For surface regularity the ILR is a quadric paraboloid; this683

is the typical analytical regular surface adopted to evaluate684

the differential geometric properties. For each non-ideal fea-685

ture recognised, the ILR is evaluated at each vertex as the686

approximating surface resulting from the weighted L2-norm687

rule. The weights of the approximation rule are assumed to be688

the values of a two-dimensional symmetric Gaussian func-689

tion having the mean located at the analysed point and a690

properly selected value for the standard deviation σ . This691

weight defines the width (σ0) of the inspection window of692

the object surface.693

Surface regularity is potentially capable of giving a local 694

evaluation of the combination of roughness andwaviness. 695

The possibility of evaluating such kind of surface charac- 696

teristics depends on the sampling rate used to acquire the 697

surface. The state-of-the-art optical scanners do not make it 698

possible to detect surface roughness whereas other devices, 699

such as confocal laser scanning microscopes or interferomet- 700

ric profilometers, can detect it. The ISO standard [14] defines 701

the metrological characteristics of the phase correct filters to 702

separate, by means of appropriate cut-off wavelengths, the 703

long-wave (waviness) and short-wave (roughness) compo- 704

nents from the acquisition of a surface profile. 705

Non-ideality in surface regularity is evaluated as the 706

Root Mean Square (RMS) of the distances between the 707

acquired points and the corresponding ILR. The non-ideality 708

of the non-ideal feature is evaluated by averaging the local 709

regularity indices. 710

5.1.4 Form non-ideality results 711

The methodology has been verified in the evaluation of 712

form non-idealities for the test-case under examination. The 713

reports of the developed software concerning the form non- 714

idealities of the non-ideal features cy2 and pl_8 are displayed 715

in Fig. 9a, b, respectively. The non-idealities are evaluated 716

with both the L2 and L∞-rules. The results reported confirm 717

the important role that the rules used to estimate the intrinsic 718

references play in non-ideality evaluation. 719

The results of the non-idealities analysis perform a qual- 720

ity evaluation completely based on the intrinsic properties 721

recognised in the object. These results can be useful for the 722

geometric verification of the inspected object if the relative 723

permissible errors are specified. 724

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Examples of applications of the form non-ideality evaluation
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6 Conclusions725

For some years now the present authors have been developing726

a new approach for automatic tolerance inspection working727

from an acquired high-density model. This approach involves728

the automatic construction of a geometric reference model729

of the scanned workpiece, called (RGM). Its final aim is the730

evaluation of the form, orientation and location non-idealities731

of the acquired workpiece. This approach is founded on the732

concepts of non-ideal feature and intrinsic nominal refer-733

ence. For each non-ideal feature which is derived from the734

segmentation of the inspected object one or more intrinsic735

nominal references are identified.736

The high-level geometric information, extracted from a737

high-density point cloud, concerns the geometric entities738

and the related mutual geometric properties which can be739

recognised from non-ideal features. Their domain depends740

on the recognition and association rules which are imple-741

mented within the RGM. This ideal geometric representation742

makes it possible to evaluate new and old categories of non-743

idealities. New procedures are also proposed which allow a744

more robust process of evaluation of traditional non-idealities745

(such as the straightness of a cylinder generatrix).746

When using the RGM, tolerances can be specified accord-747

ing to the set of available and recognisable intrinsic nominal748

references. This allows for the automatic geometric inspec-749

tion of the workpiece.750
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